
Cato Crane has several picture restorers 

and picture framers to recommend and also 

good restorers for broken china pieces. It is 

always vexing when we accidentally damage 

objects but most items can be invisibly 

repaired or enhanced if you know the best 

people. If I leave any doors open at home, 

my cat Apsley will jump up onto tables  

displaying family china… hence I am a  

valued customer at my restorers! Please  

arrange a consultation with me at the 

Heswall valuation office to discuss your 

requirements. 

Finally, I do have to admit that social  

media is now very important to running 

a successful business and time must be 

devoted to ‘getting it right’. Much care, 

of course, has to be taken to retain the 

individuality of the enterprise concerned. 

Marketing professionals have great  

technical ability and are always worth  

by Henry Jones. It made over £10,000  

including premiums and VAT. Bearing in 

mind that the clock would need to be 

dismantled to be restored and cleaned 

carefully at great expense and the case 

relacquered, it was an extremely good result 

for the pleased vendor. 

I mentioned in my previous article that I 

was having a small flower study by William 

Penn repaired and cleaned – a total  

restoration in fact. Illustrated here is the 

original somewhat dirty and damaged  

canvas, which had been in an attic and 

garage for many years, and the result, post 

cleaning. The imprint on the canvas of the 

rectangular stretcher caused by stacking 

and storage has now been removed by 

relining the canvas and the whole front 

surface of the painting has been carefully 

cleaned and revarnished. While this is not 

an inexpensive process, the cleaning of 

good paintings is always worth considering.

consulting. I do feel, however, that sometimes 

the spirit, lifeblood and enthusiasm of the 

entrepreneurial founders can be lost in 

‘manufacturing’ an image. I tend to write as 

it really is and not as we would like it to be.

The world in which I live and work is  

exciting and vibrant with the desire to 

discover, auction and supply fine objects to 

new owners. We have some extremely  

prestigious instructions and auctions 

planned for 2018. 

Follow us on Twitter @CatoCrane website 

CatoCrane.co.uk Facebook Cato Crane 

Auctioneers or do it the old-fashioned way, 

phone me on 0151 342 2321, and come 

and have a cup of tea and a consultation in 

the Heswall Office. In the meantime I’m off 

up to my attics at Cato Gables to look for 

my 1952 Rupert Annual!

May I wish each and every one of you a 

very Happy Christmas and a most peaceful 

New Year.

Clock by Henry Jones of London c1640

William Penn Oil on Canvas before restoration - torn and cracked

After restoration
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